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ABSTRACT
Optical phased arrays (OPAs) with fast response time are of great interest for various applications such as displays, free
space optical communications, and lidar. Existing liquid crystal OPAs have millisecond response time and small beam
steering angle. Here, we report on a novel 32×32 MEMS OPA with fast response time (<4 microseconds), large field of
view (±2°), and narrow beam divergence (0.1°). The OPA is composed of high-contrast grating (HCG) mirrors which
function as phase shifters. Relative to beam steering systems based on a single rotating MEMS mirror, which are
typically limited to bandwidths below 50 kHz, the MEMS OPA described here has the advantage of greatly reduced
mass and therefore achieves a bandwidth over 500 kHz. The OPA is fabricated using deep UV lithography to create
submicron mechanical springs and electrical interconnects, enabling a high (85%) fill-factor. Each HCG mirror is
composed of only a single layer of polysilicon and achieves >99% reflectivity through the use of a subwavelength
grating patterned into the mirror’s polysilicon surface. Conventional metal-coated MEMS mirrors must be thick (150 m) to prevent warpage arising from thermal and residual stress. The single material construction used here results in
a high degree of flatness even in a thin 400 nm HCG mirror. Beam steering is demonstrated using binary phase patterns
and is accomplished with the help of a closed-loop phase control system based on a phase-shifting interferometer that
provides in-situ measurement of the phase shift of each mirror in the array.
Keywords: optical phased arrays, beam steering, micro electromechanical systems, high contrast gratings.

1. INTRODUCTION
1, 2

Optical phased arrays (OPAs)
are versatile beam steering devices suitable for a variety of applications including
LIDAR, free-space optical communication, 3D holographic displays, and high-resolution 3D imaging.3, 4 An OPA
consists of a two-dimensional (2D) array of phase shifters which impose a desired phase profile on an incoming beam of
light. Unlike mirror-based beam steering systems, an OPA can be programmed to generate multiple, simultaneouslyscanning beams in the OPA’s field of view, allowing precise pointing and tracking of multiple targets. OPA’s also offer
fast random-access pointing and dynamic focusing/defocusing capabilities. An OPA is usually much faster than a single
steering mirror as individual phase shifters are much smaller and more nimble than a large scanning mirror.
The dominant OPA technology is based on liquid crystal phase shifters, which have been studied extensively since their
initial demonstration using liquid crystal television panels.5, 6 However, liquid crystals have limited operating speed
because it takes tens of milliseconds for an electric field to reorient the molecules of the liquid crystal. Liquid crystals
also suffer from the disadvantage that, as a continuous medium, sharp phase transitions (e.g. in the region where the
phase pattern wraps from 2 to 0 radians) are not properly expressed. In addition, liquid crystal materials tend to be
highly temperature sensitive, necessitating active temperature regulation in many applications.
More recently, micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) have been used to produce OPAs.7, 8 A typical MEMS-based
phase shifter is realized by a “piston” mirror which is displaced to provide the desired phase shift. Conventional MEMS
mirrors are made of metal-coated single-crystal or polycrystalline silicon, or multi-layer distributed Bragg reflectors
(DBRs). Though faster than bulk mirrors, the mass of such multi-layer mirrors still limits the operating speed of MEMSbased OPAs. Moreover, thin-film mirrors composed of dissimilar materials suffer from temperature sensitivity due to
differences in the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the various layers. This CTE mismatch often causes mirrors
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to warp, degrading optical performance. The residual absorption
a
in thhe metal reflecctor also limitss the maximum
m optical
power beforee catastrophic damage
d
occurss.
In this paperr, we demonstrrate an ultrafast MEMS OPA
A composed of a 32×32 arrayy of lightweighht high-contrast-grating
(HCG) mirro
ors. The HCG
G mirror consissts of a single, thin 400 nm
m layer of polyysilicon that iss patterned into a subwavelength diffraction
d
gratting. Unlike eaarlier multi-lay
yer MEMS mirrrors, the HCG
G is made of a single dielectrric layer,
achieving hig
gh reflectivity (~99.9%) overr a broad opticcal bandwidth.99, 10 The HCG’s single-materrial constructioon results
in greater maanufacturability
y since residuaal stress is easilly controlled w
when depositinng the single poolysilicon layerr and the
process eliminates the need
d for non-CMO
OS compatible metals such aas gold. The HC
CG-OPA has tthe potential too operate
at high opticcal power with
hout warping due to CTE mismatch
m
and without the thhermal damagee that plaguess mirrors
composed off low melting-p
point metals (ee.g. Au and Al)). The mass off a 20×20 μm2 HCG mirror iis 140 pg, abouut ~100×
lighter than a DBR of comp
parable reflecttivity. Since the mirror’s maxximum accelerration increasess by the same factor as
the mass redu
uction, this low
w mass increases the maximu
um operating baandwidth of thhe HCG OPA.

2. SYS
STEM DESIIGN
The complette beam steerin
ng system, illu
ustrated in Fig
gure 1, is compposed of a lasser source, ME
EMS OPA, andd phasemonitoring in
nterferometer. Polarized lightt from the sourrce is directed towards the OP
PA, with a smaall (1%) fractioon of the
light split in
nto the interferrometer to provide in-situ monitoring
m
of tthe phase of eeach pixel in tthe array.11 Thhis phase
monitoring system
s
can be used
u
to calibraate the phase-v
voltage charactteristics of the OPA and to pprovide slow coorrection
of phase offssets (arising frrom e.g. therm
mal shifts within
n the system), however the bbeam steering results presennted here
were collecteed using open--loop voltage control withou
ut correction fo
for phase variaations across thhe OPA. The ssteerable
beam exiting
g the system paasses through a lens pair with
h focal lengthss f1 and f2, provviding an angle magnificatioon of f1/f2
which was seet to 5 in experriments presentted here.
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Figure 1. Beam steering system
s
block diaagram. Light from
m the laser sourrce is collimated and directed at tthe MEMS OPA
A
msplitter (pol. BS). Half-wave pllates (/2) are ussed to rotate the polarization andd two additional
through a polarizing beam
polarizing
g beamsplitters are
a used to tap a fraction of the light
l
into an inteerferometer that pprovides in-situ monitoring of thhe
phase of each
e
mirror in th
he OPA. A lens pair
p is used to am
mplify the beam
m steering angle aat the final apertture.

In phased-arrray beam steeering, the disccrete OPA mirrrors are assiggned phase seettings that appproximate thee desired
continuous phase
p
profile, modulo
m
2, as illustrated
i
in Figure 2. In a reeflective OPA,, the phase shifft corresponds to twice
the mirror diisplacement, so 775 nm disp
placement corrresponds to 2 phase shift aat the nominal operating waavelength
 = 1550 nm
m. The maxim
mum beam stteering angle that can bee achieved bbefore the maagnification ooptics is
 = ±sin(/2
) = ±2°, wherre  = 22 m is the mirror pitch.
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Figure 2. Illustration of phased-array
p
beam steering at thee maximum steeering angle. The phase of each H
HCG mirror is sett to
approxim
mate the desired phase
p
pattern mo
odulo 2.

The 32×32 OPA
O
is compo
osed of 20×20 m2 polysilicon HCG mirroors that are deefined in a 4000 nm thick polysilicon
layer using a deep ultraviolet (DUV) lith
hography system
m (ASML 55000/300 DUV S
Stepper) capablle of resolvingg 250 nm
features. Thee polysilicon laayer is polished
d using chemiccal-mechanicaal polishing (CM
MP) before litthography to prroduce a
smooth surfaace for lithograaphy, thereby reducing edgee roughness in the patterned grating bars aand ensuring a smooth
surface in th
he final HCG. The completee fabrication prrocess was deescribed earlierr.12, 13 Scanninng electron miccrograph
(SEM) imag
ges, Figure 3, show that eacch mirror conssists of a gratiing with 12500 nm period aand 570 nm baar width
supported at four corners by
b 300 nm wid
de, 18 m long
g flexure springgs. The flexurees are mechaniically connecteed to the
silicon substrrate through electrically-insu
ulating Si3N4 anchors.
a
An 855% fill factor iis achieved byy minimizing thhe space
between the 20 m mirrorss: as illustrated
d in the SEM im
mages, this 2 
m space conttains two 300 nnm flexure sprrings and
two anchors, demonstrating
g the need for submicron
s
litho
ography.
The mirrors are electrostattically actuated
d by applying a voltage bettween the polyysilicon mirrorr layer and thee silicon
substrate, wh
hich serves as a common grou
und electrode for the entire O
OPA. In the fiirst prototype O
OPA reported hhere, the
32 mirrors in
n each of the 32
3 columns are electrically connected
c
togeether. Each column is drivenn at up to 45V
V using a
custom 32-ch
hannel digital--to-analog conv
verter board. One-dimension
O
nal beam steeriing is demonsttrated by actuaating the
mirrors in eaach column together.
(b)
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Figure 3. SEM images off the OPA showiing individual 20
0×20 m2 HCG mirrors. (a) Each HCG is suppoorted by flexure
springs att the mirror’s fou
ur corners, resullting in 22 m piitch between mirrrors. The low-sttress polysiliconn layer is extrem
mely
flat, resullting in near-zero
o distortion acro
oss the surface off the array. The 4400 nm thick poolysilicon mirrorrs are released byy
etching a sacrificial SiO2 layer beneath th
he polysilicon lay
yer: SiO2 remainns in the dark reggions beneath thhe polysilicon
nect. (b) A closee-up of the corneer of one mirror showing
s
the gratting’s 570 nm baar width (w) andd 1250 nm period
interconn
(p). Each flexure spring is mechanically connected
c
to thee Si substrate throough a cylindriccal Si3N4 insulateed anchor.

The high con
ntrast grating (HCG) is a su
ub-wavelength
h diffraction grrating that achhieves high refflectivity over a broad
range of wav
velengths. Dessigned with a grating
g
period (p) in the neaar-wavelength rregime (i.e. λ/n
/nr < p < λ/na, w
where nr
~99.9%)
and na are th
he refractive ind
dices of the grrating bars and air, respectiveely), HCG’s caan achieve highh reflectivity (~
and high quaality-factor opttical resonancees (Q > 107).14 Here, the HCG
G period and bbar width weree designed using finite
difference tim
me domain (FD
DTD) analysis to achieve high
h reflectivity aat a center wav elength  = 15550 nm. A conttour map
of the simulaated reflectivity
y for transversse electric (TE) polarized ligght as a functioon of grating pperiod and bar width is
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shown in Fig
gure 4. Because the bar and space
s
widths are on the orderr of 500 nm, m
manufacturing variations on tthe order
of a few 10’ss of nm are exp
pected and the grating must be
b designed wiith these toleraances in mind. The final desiggn, 1250
m width
nm period and 570 nm baar width, achieeves 99.9% reflectivity and maintains > 999% reflectivitty over ±35 nm
variations. Notably,
N
the HC
CG is a broadbaand reflector: the
t nominal grrating design acchieves 99.9%
% reflectivity froom 1548
nm to 1575 nm
n and higher than 99% refleectivity from 15
517 nm to 16005 nm.
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Figure 4. FDTD simulatio
ons of HCG mirrror reflectivity as
a a function of bbar width and peeriod for a 400 nnm thick polysilicon
layer at  = 1550 nm. (a) Reflectivity oveer the range of possible dimensioons showing thee 250 nm lithograaphy resolution
limit. (b) Close-up of the region surround
ding the selected
d width and periood which are inddicated with a blaack dot. The
reflectivitty is greater than
n 99% for dimen
nsional variations up to ±35 nm aaround the nomiinal design.

3. RESULTS
S AND DISC
CUSSION
The actuation of individuaal HCG mirrorrs was characteerized using sttatic and dynaamic voltage innputs. The quaasi-static
displacementt response of a typical mirro
or, measured using
u
phase-shiifting interferoometry, is show
wn in Figure 55(a). The
actuation ressponse displayss the characterristic voltage-ssquared dependdence expectedd from electrosstatic actuationn, with a
maximum ph
hase shift of 1.7 occurring
g at 38 V. Th
he mirror frequuency responsse, measured uusing a laser Doppler
vibrometer and
a shown in Figure
F
5(b), displays a 0.46 MHz
M resonantt frequency, inn good agreemeent with finite element
method (FEM
M) models forr the 400 nm thick
t
polysilicon mirror. Tim
me-response m
measurements sshow that the mirror’s
response is well-approxim
w
mated as an un
nderdamped haarmonic oscillaator with a daamping ratio  = 0.2 and a damped
natural frequ
uency of 0.46 MHz.
M
The 10% settling time in response to a step voltage iinput is 3.8 s..13
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Figure 5. Electrostatic acttuation of HCG mirrors. (a) Quaasi-static voltagee-displacement ccharacteristic shoowing measuredd
ments (points) an
nd a theoretical fit
f (line). A maxiimum phase shifft of 1.7 radianns is achieved. (bb) Frequency
displacem
response measured via LD
DV showing a reesonance peak at
a 0.46 MHz.
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Beam steerin
ng experimentss were conduccted using binaary phase patteerns in which the HCG mirrror’s phase was set to
either 0 or  radians. The voltage
v
required
d to achieve a phase
p
shift of  radians was first determineed using interfeerometry
to measure th
he phase-voltag
ge characteristtic of the mirro
ors in the array.. The nominal voltage requirred, 34 V, was found to
vary by approximately ±1 V across the arrray. For simpllicity, the samee voltage was uused for all thee mirrors in thee array in
beam steering experiments,, resulting in sm
mall phase erro
ors across the O
OPA. These phhase errors aree small (on the order of
±0.2 radians)) due to the reelatively shallo
ow slope of th
he phase-voltagge characteristiic, Figure 5(b)). Phase imagees of the
OPA with mirrors
m
in the on
o ( radians) and off state (0
( radians), meeasured via intterferometry aand shown in F
Figure 6,
illustrate the uniformity of the phase across the array.
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Figure 6. Phase images of 16 columns off the 32x32 OPA
A measured via innterferometry: (aa) all mirrors offf; (b)  phase shiift
o even columns, odd columns offf; (c)  phase sh
hift applied to oddd columns, evenn columns off; (dd)  phase shift
applied to
applied to
o all columns.

The phase paatterns used for beam steerin
ng are illustrateed in Figure 7((a) and the resuulting far-fieldd beam steeringg images
are shown in
n Figure 7(b). With
W a binary pattern, normaally-incident liight is diffractted symmetricaally about the 0th order
beam, with 1, the angle off the 1st diffracttion order, incrreasing as the nnumber of mirrrors in each phhase period is reduced.
State 0 correesponds to thee rest position
n of the mirrors, with all thhe power in thhe 0th order beam, while Sttates 1-3
correspond to
o 8, 4, and 2 mirrors
m
per phasse period, resullting in diffracttion angle 1 = 0.5°, 1.0°, andd 2.0°, respectiively.
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Figure 7. Beam steering using

The diffracteed intensity waas studied as a function of ph
hase shift φ appplied to the miirrors at the maaximum steerinng angle
(State 3 in Fiigure 7(b)). Th
he intensity in the 1st order difffraction lobe aat the maximum
m angle is giveen by15 I=Imax ssin2(φ/2),
where the maximum
m
intenssity Imax occurss at φ = π. Th
he measured inntensity versus the theoreticaal intensity is sshown in
Figure 8, sho
owing good agrreement between theory and experiment.
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Figure 8. Diffraction efficciency versus ph
hase shift for bin
nary phase patterrns. (a) Far-fieldd images showingg the intensity inn the
0th and 1sts diffraction ordeers (indicated wiith a blue squaree) as the maximuum phase shift inn the binary pattern is decreasedd
from  (i)) to 0.2  (iv). (b
b) Plot of measurred intensity in the
t 1st diffractionn orders (points)) along with the theoretical
diffractio
on efficiency of a binary phase grrating (line) verssus phase shift. A
At  radians phaase shift, the refllected intensity iis
almost en
ntirely in the 1st diffraction
d
orderrs; the diffracted
d intensity diminiishes and the inttensity in the 0th order beam
increases as the binary paattern’s phase sh
hift is reduced.

4. CO
ONCLUSIO
ONS
A novel miccro-electromecchanical system
ms (MEMS) optical
o
phased array with hiigh fill-factor has been succcessfully
developed fo
or fast beam steering. The 32×32 array is comprisedd of sub-waveelength high-coontrast-gratingg (HCG)
reflectors maade of polysiliccon. Each HCG
G mirror is 20
0×20 μm2, andd the spacing bbetween mirrorrs is 2 μm, resuulting in
85% fill-factor. The thickneess, width and period of the HCG
H
grating bbars are 400 nm
m, 570 nm and 1250 nm, respectively,
resulting in a simulated ~9
99.9% reflectiv
vity. Each HC
CG is verticallyy driven by electrostatic forcce to create a voltagecontrolled ph
hase shift and coherent
c
interfference in the far
f field patternns. The measurred maximum beam steeringg angle is
±2.0°. The average
a
resonaant frequency of
o the array iss 0.46 MHz, aallowing for faast beam steeriing. The MEM
MS HCG
optical phased array is a scalable two--dimensional platform
p
capabble of more vversatile beam
m steering appplications
requiring bettter resolution than
t
currently available OPA
As.
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